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 On Friday evening, April 19, the skies were clear over north 
central Florida.  The Lyrid meteor shower was active so there were 
many experienced meteor observers out.  At 9:43 EDT, (1:43 UT  
April 20)  a bright sporadic fireball occurred over north Florida. 
 While there were a large number of high quality reports, they 
were not in the best of locations and the results were not as good as 
hoped for.  The atmospheric path was fairly well computed.  Due to 
the high beginning and endpoints and lack of sonic phenomena, no 
meteorites are likely to be found.  At the time of the fireball, the 
radiant was approximately 18.3° altitude. 
 In central Florida, many experienced observers estimated the 
magnitude at about –8 or –9.  In north Florida, under the fireball’s 
path the magnitude was likely at least –10.  The fireball started at 
magnitude –5 flared to –10 or brighter and faded to magnitude –5 at 
burnout.  From central Florida, the beginning color was a sky blue, 
and it lit up the entire northern sky.  This color quickly changed to 
orange-red with sparks at the termination.  The diameter was smaller 
than the moon, probably about 15’.  The nucleus was tear dropped 
shaped.  There was some terminal burst and the brightness varied 
during the short flight.   
 A long duration train was observed and accurately recorded by 
two very experienced observers, Karl Simmons and Michael 
Reynolds.  They gave naked eye durations of 130 and 160 seconds 
and binocular durations of 10 minutes and 6 minutes and 50 
seconds.  Both plotted and recorded the train drift.  The drift 
azimuth was 160° and the observed drift rate was approximately 1° 
per minute.  This would correspond to about 160 km per hour at a 
height of 105 km.  It is very apparent that the observers in central 
Florida did not observe the long duration train. 
 
 Date:  April 20.07 1974   U.T. (1:43 U.T.)  (8:43 EST on April 
19) 
 Sideral Time at endpoint:  153° 14’ 
 Began Over:  81° 26’,  29° 26’  at 120 ± 19 km 
 Ended Over:  81° 01’,  29° 44’ at 92 ± 25 km 

Projected path:  52 km 
Path:  59 km 

The corrected radiant was in Canis Major five degrees south of 
Sirius.  This was location was checked for matching known major 
meteor showers and none were found.  The corrected radiant: 
(2000.0)  R.A.= 100° 57’, Dec.= -21° 37’. 
     It was suspected that the observed duration of 2.5 seconds was 
too short.   
     The elliptical orbital elements based on 16/km/sec are: 

a = 2.328    e = 0.5752    q = 0.9888 AU    q’ = 2.67 AU    
ω = 343°.07  
Ω = 209.°98401   i = 14.°97 

 This is a quite common asteroidal orbit and must certainly be 
very close to correct. 
 I wish to acknowledge the assistance of Pavel Spurney of the 
Ondrejov Observatory, Czech Republic for his computer assistance. 
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